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THE CHRISTIAN LEARNS HIS FAITH 

 

-19- 

 

THE DYING DAY: "ABIDE WITH US." 

 

 Ut migraturus habita, wrote Thomas 'a Kempis: "Dwell as one about to depart." For death is the 

surest truth about life. There can be no faith to do with living that does not have to do with dying. 

All things, and not just those we think most crucial or risky, are matters of life and death. The two 

inter-penetrate everywhere. To pretend to ignore death is to evade life. In every present where a 

past accumulates a future encroaches. The days of our age are at once an addition and subtraction 

sum. So the business of departing is inseparable from the business of living. 

 So it is that all faiths are required to take stock of the end and to face the one fact that makes all 

flesh kin. For Christians this mystery of transience has somehow gathered around the wayside 

dwelling at Emmaus and found voice in the simple wistfulness of the plea "Abide with us, for it is 

toward evening and the day is far spent." The seven ages of man, if seven it be, fit readily into the 

image of the waxing, waning day. The declining sun matches the declining vigour. The road 

becomes a symbol of the hours it tediously consumes, and the end of the journey a sign and token 

of the destiny to die. And deepest of all that sense of an impending rupture of relationship which 

cannot be: "He made as though He would have gone further" and the constraint of an unbroken 

fellowship: "He went in to tarry with them" — these are the tenderest parables of the Christian 

understanding of the abiding society between God and mortal man. 

 It is fitting then that in learning our faith by walking to Emmaus we should terminate our studies 

(save for a concluding outline on the nature of belief) in the meaning of eternal life. There are few 

themes more difficult to summarise; few topics where it is more important to acknowledge that a 

sure faith has many points of darkness and a right believer confesses many occasions of obscurity. 

For the term death itself, in the New Testament, has several ambiguous uses which we need 

patience to disentangle. Of no realm have we greater need to say: "The secret things belong unto 

the Lord our God, but the things that have been revealed belong unto us and to our children." (Deut. 

29.20). 

 What follows can make no claim to be a comprehensive or formal statement of the Christian 

faith about the last things, traditionally set down as death, judgement, heaven and hell. The hope, 

rather, is to study the bearing of the disciples' invitation to Jesus at Emmaus as both a poetic and a 

sure expression of the fundamental conviction of a fellowship between God and man to which 

death must be seen as incidental. The earlier studies of the Resurrection and God in history, will be 

pre-supposed. 

 

"ABIDE WITH US": THE SHADOWED VALLEY 

 

 "It is beautiful for me to die in Christ" wrote the ardent Ignatius in his Epistle to the Romans. 

And qualified by "in Christ" there is something right in his remark. None the less it rightly evokes a 

certain immediate rejection. The Christian mind has no illusions about the tragedy and the 

bitterness of death. This is where we begin, in the stark reality of what St. Paul, even in a moment 

of strong exaltation, calls unashamedly "the last enemy." Christian faith, unlike some contemporary 

patterns of behaviour, has no instinct to conceal or deny the pathos and the sadness of dying. 
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 So "the shadow of death" is the right word —- a shadow, dark, grim and full of foreboding. For 

death is an event concerning all men and man as a whole. It is not only a universal fact ("In Adam 

all die") but also a total fact. Other events are outlived: short of death they are none of them 'final.' 

But "the last enemy" strikes man in his very core and centre. It is the ultimate in loneliness, in 

separation, in denial. It cuts decisively across the hopes and desires which lesser enemies only 

threaten or jeopardise. Our fears remain equivocal, our aspirations possible, short of death their 

final closure, in the verdict from which there is no appeal. 

 This is where we have to begin, repudiating those forced and hollow disavowals of our caring 

about death, which certain moods and tempers have pretended. None of the palliatives of death, in a 

tribal immortality, a name in history or in a natural recurrence of the seasons and the scenes their 

erstwhile lovers have enjoyed, really meets this enemy quality of death. For they have all first 

conceded or despised the personal incidence of dying. To speak thus is not to deny the relative and 

imaginative truth of our 'presence' beyond our departing. Few will fail to kindle to William 

Faulkner's poem about his own demise: 

 

"If there be grief, let it be the rain,  

And this but silver grief, for grieving's sake: 

…for where is any death  

While in these blues hills slumbrous overhead  

I'm rooted like a tree? Though I be dead  

This soil that holds me fast will find me breath."
1
  

 

And there are more of these relative 'eternities' beside nature, in which the gardener, the 

ploughman, the architect, the musician, the seer, may expect a sort of perpetuity of something of 

himself. 

 There is, for further example, the poem on Thomas Hardy which ends: 

 

                               "slowly he climbs . . 

That familiar path to the churchyard gate... 

By a low hanging yew at the north door  

He halts awhile and then in the lane  

Is lost in the last of the dying chimes. 

But while sorrow remains, and chance, and war,  

His loving wraith will return again. ." 

 

 Yet all these leave the heart of the mystery untouched. For they only belong where the person no 

longer belongs as a living participant, a vital partner, a real doer. It is just this personal mystery that 

‘I am I' which death dissolves and terminates. This 'enmity' to me which is the ultimate meaning of 

death cannot be answered in less than personal terms, where — as we shall see — the Christian 

faith confronts it. If there be a sound theological principle in the plea that bids us meet and 

undertake all problems in the context where their weight falls most heavily and their quality is most 

crucial, then we shall be right in regarding as inadequate, and perhaps evasive, all theologies, or 

philosophies, of death which refuse to take it as a crisis of the personal, the 'mortal' threat to the 

'me' that every man is. 

                                                 
1
  The Witnesses and other Poems, bv Clive Sansom 
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 This honesty and fearfulness about death are the first ingredient of a true courage in life and a 

true integrity of faith about its end. So in our moments of truth we belong, and know we belong, 

with the 23rd Psalm in its language about "the valley of the shadow" and its unspoken awareness 

that there lies the worst stretch of the road and the deepest crisis of the companionship of the 

shepherd. "Yea, though I walk through the shadowed valley. ." we know to be a right description of 

our foreboding. 

 There is a hint in the same verse of a view of things which it is important to spell out further. It 

lies in the simple pronoun "Though / walk.." It sees death as an experience of the whole self and not 

a dissolution of its parts. Here we come upon a distinction which underlies the whole Biblical mind 

and without which the doctrine of the resurrection of the body must remain meaningless or obscure. 

 Popular notions of death centre around the thought of a body 'distenanted' of its 'soul', of a 

dissolution whereby the physical and the spiritual elements in man part company, the former to 

pass into decay the latter to survive disembodiedly in some mysterious 'vacancy.' Such would of 

course be the seeming explanation of the difference between a living body and a corpse. 

 It is, however, in the ultimate analysis a view of things which the Biblical account of man 

repudiates. Its real origin is Greek thought with its clear, and unbiblical, distinction between soul 

and body. Admittedly some Biblical writers seem to coincide with the Greek view. Ecclesiastes 

12.7 declares: "Then shall the dust return to the earth as it was and the spirit shall return unto God 

who gave it."  But if we take the whole consensus of the Hebrew understanding of man we find it 

strongly contrasted with this Greek notion of a duality of soul and body. Even where Biblical 

writers reveal the influence of this alien distinction their sentiments about death continue to be 

dominated by the Semitic conviction of man as a unity, integrating both soul and body in the 

mystery of personality. They see death, not as the sundering of these constituents, but as an 

experience within their joint significance. 

 The point is well illustrated in St. Paul's words in 2 Corinthians 5.1. "If the earthly house of our 

tabernacle be dissolved" he writes, "we have a building of God, a house not made with hands, 

eternal in the heavens." With his thought about the body as the tent and death as the striking of the 

camp, he could at first sight be interpreted as following in a picturesque way the Greek idea of a 

departure from the body by the liberated soul. But, on the contrary, he anticipates as it were, a new 

camp, a re-housing. His prospect is not of disembodied existence. Such indeed is explicitly denied: 

"If so be that being clothed we shall not be found naked." 

 That the body, in some sense consistent with this account of personality, is indispensable, is 

evident from St. Paul's other vivid metaphor of the harvest, (1 Cor. 15. v. 37-44). That "God giveth 

it a body as it hath pleased Him" is in fact one of the profoundest principles of New Testament 

thought and lies behind all that we have earlier studied about the Incarnation itself and the 

sacraments. In death too the body has its integral role in the nature of human destiny. 

 Doubtless this involves a much wider and richer concept of the body than Greek-oriented 

thinking admits or imagines. It sees the body as the seat and sacrament of all things spiritual, as the 

house of life, where personality is active, recognisable, and self-expressive. So it rejects the notion 

that a corpse, with all its admitted discardedness and corruptibility when distenanted in death, is a 

final clue to the truth about the realm of body. Or conversely, it refuses to see in the spirit a kind of 

residue surviving 'enfleshment' as if the latter were some temporary distress, or prison, or inferior 

state. It does so because of its central conviction about the significance of personality. 

 It is clear that the Qur’an shares this Biblical understanding of death as an event in personality. 

As Surah 2.151 has it, and many parallel passages: "Truly to God we belong and unto Him we 

return." Admittedly Surah 56.87 speaks of a man's soul leaving him under the very eyes of his 
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friends. But the burden of the passage is that these are not able to "restore" it. It is the irreversibility 

of death described as the departing spirit, rather than a particular account of what death is, that is at 

stake.  Everywhere the Qur’an speaks of "our  returning,"  "To Him we shall be brought back." 

Death is an event in the wholeness of personality and the subsequent concepts of accountability 

emphatically involve the whole man, soul and body, will and members. 

 So death, to return to the psalm, is "the shadowed valley" and it is ‘I’ who walk through it in the 

shepherd's company. We only do justice to its 'enmity' and its reality, if we insist that the body-

spirit partnership of personality at which it strikes is the proper and the abiding truth about man. 

We are certainly not on the way to a right theology of death if we begin from a doubtful attitude to 

personality. We must find our faith where we face our tears. We do neither in pretence about our 

"last enemy." 

 

"ABIDE WITH US:" THE GREAT PRECEDENT 

 

 Part of the meaning of the shepherd, as enriched by the New Testament, is that he is himself a 

pioneer in the art of dying. "The good shepherd gives His life for the sheep." (St. John 10.11) We 

find the Second Epistle of St. Peter 1.4 referring to the death of Jesus ("Even as our Lord Jesus 

Christ has showed me") as the place where His disciples have learned how to die. The death of the 

Cross holds, as it were, within itself the whole meaning of death, not by abstract philosophy but by 

active example. 

 In our studies about Messiahship we have already anticipated this truth about the meaning of the 

Cross as the surest education about death. We have traced the steady, patient, conscious reckoning 

with it in anticipation, as the heart and essence of an intention of redemption. Jesus went forward 

into suffering in the fullest 'policy' of love, whereby evil could be out maneuvered and out-done. 

He saw His own travail as the only sure and adequate instrument for the salvation of His 

contemporaries, as the sign and token in deed and act of that power by which the will of God is 

done and reconciliation achieved, so there stands at the heart of our faith this death to illuminate 

death as the climax of the life that gives life. It is not only that by His Cross Christ redeems 

mankind in a once-for-all event which they can then gratefully remember as past history. It is also 

that in so doing He has disclosed for all generations of His people the nature of their own living 

with its necessary climax of demise. 

 It is true, of course, as early Fathers like Athanasius were careful to observe, that the death of 

Jesus was violent, and not natural, public and not private, judicial not ordinary. "He was cut off" as 

the great prophet said "out of the land of the living." Can His Cross then be said to exemplify the 

meaning of what all mortal men should know, who die of disease or old age in their beds, or by 

accident in the chances of the world? 

 Granted the contrasts, but the answer is Yes! For in the Cross is the quality of purposiveness, of 

self-yielding, of conscious self-disposal which, given a ready mind about our mortality, should 

characterise the passing of us all, whether or not our deaths belong with circumstances of evident 

sacrifice or active enmity. We may all, in reckoning with our life, healthful, youthful, ardent, 

vigorous, or threatened and declining, borrow and adapt the words and posture of Simeon’s Nunc 

Dimittis: "Then, whenever — Lord, let Thy servant depart… according to Thy word." 

 For the fact that Jesus died at the hands of violence does not deprive the decisions in His death 

of their quality as exemplification. The sheer physical 'destiny to death' which characterises the 

mortal life of all of us may be taken into the same quality of deliberate purpose which characterised 

our Lord in the different circumstances of His passion. We are far, very far, from saying that every 
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man's dying is a Calvary. Yet the truth abides that in Calvary, for all its distinctive wonder and its 

unique nature, there stands a clue that we can all take if we will, an imitation to be learned that is 

proper to us all,  

 The physical necessity of death as the most obvious fact of existence is seen by Christian faith as 

our opportunity to learn the deepest secret of all life, namely that to lose is to find and to yield up is 

to possess. It is not the fact of death that matters but our action in it. "All men" as Socrates wisely 

observed "are mortal." Or in the blunter words of Feeble in Shakespeare: "We owe God a death." 

And it is cumulatively paid. As St. Paul remarked: "I die daily." So dying is the last gift of 

ourselves and the most inclusive, not the less real or intended for the fact that its physical 'occasion' 

is inevitable. 

 

"With parted lips and outstretched hands  

And listening ears Thy servant stands,  

Call Thou early, call Thou late,  

To Thy great service dedicate." 

 

Charles Sorley's poem is a truth of the dedicated life but also of life itself in dedication. This is 

what the Christian finds in death. As such he moves with it, in a ready concurrence, not simply with 

the nature of his mortality, but with the will of God. Thus he finds what "our Lord Jesus Christ has 

shown," namely that death, for all its physical inescapability, is also the point of an actual 

sacrament by which life's deepest secret is its own self-surrender. Out of such laying down is the 

glorious finding again. 

 No one need fear that this secret is morbidly interpreted. For it only begins to be operative when 

life is loved and desired and honoured. Suicide wills to extinguish not to surrender. There is an 

element of right reluctance about the surest obedience. Otherwise there could be no meaning in 

Gethsemane. "Father, glorify Thy Name" is only truly said where there is the cup we fear to take. 

What "our Lord Jesus Christ has shown us" is that death is defeated by dying-, and life is fulfilled 

in being offered. 

 

"ABIDE WITH US:" THE DOUBLE PARABLE 

 

 All this has brought us, plainly, to a new meaning in the prayer to the. great shepherd to "abide 

with us." He does so in the measure and reality of His own experience. We do not follow one who 

has eluded death, or somehow cheated it by rescue, but rather who has overcome it in and by the 

Cross. This truth of our faith provides the index to our dying. But for the same reason it gives us the 

parables, so frequent in the New Testament, for the understanding of daily living. 

 Here it is that we reach the ambiguity of the word 'death' in the New Testament and a kindred 

ambiguity in the word 'flesh.' "Reckon ye yourselves to be dead" wrote St. Paul to the Romans. 

(6.11) "They that are in the flesh cannot please God." (Romans 8.8). What should we make of these 

seemingly incredible words, unless we see that 'flesh' here is not that bodily reality which "the 

Word Himself was made", nor the 'death' to be reckoned a physical demise. On the contrary 'death' 

here is a parable and 'flesh' means the self-centred principle which is the root of evil. What death in 

its actual incidence is to the earthly existence so the baptism of faith is to be to the wilfulness of 

self. 

 It speaks volumes that 'death' can be used in this way as a parable. For there is a sense in which 

the capacity to yield a parable reflects back on the thing itself. If Jesus is known, as we saw in 
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Study 17, "in the breaking of bread" then in His breaking bread is known. It cannot bear the 

meaning and purport of the sacrament without being in its concrete using a hallowed thing. 

Likewise the parables of death lend, as well as borrow, their meanings to and from the fact of it. 

 "Dead indeed unto sin but alive unto God through Jesus Christ our Lord." What do the words 

mean if not that the work of grace within us has radical quality akin to its focal point in the Cross of 

Jesus. He died for all, St. Paul argues, that all might live for Him through a death to their old selves. 

The new life is proclaimed as a life out of death, the death that selfishness must learn to die. 

Because of the Cross of Jesus this is the most familiar and the most natural language of the New 

Testament, its characteristic analogy for the remaking of human nature. It shapes, as we saw, the 

whole meaning and symbolism of baptism, as the inaugural rite of Christian existence. 

 It says that I have to be dispossessed, divested of being me, of being the sinful me I am, that in 

its place may come the me that loves and serves. How bold it is, this use of death to be the very 

parable of life! It is no less remarkable when we turn it around. If 'death' in this meaning of a 

radical repudiation of the me that is evil is the door of new life, then death the real occurrence 

presents no strange principle. For in its demand that I should be dispossessed of myself I see what 

is already the law of my Christian life. The precedent then was that to lose is to find. The Christian 

view of physical death is that the precedent will be sustained in the deeper valley that is not parable 

but fact. 

 This truth marches with the whole meaning of Christian worship. The Christian faith is that all 

things must be made an oblation, must be turned into the occasion of thanksgiving. So death may 

be seen as a yielding back of the gift of life, not less a conscious deed for being also a physical 

necessity. And if the sheer circumstances of suddenness or weariness, of pain or decay, forbid the 

conscious bringing of the whole tribute of our mortality at the goal, our hearts may be joyously set 

to this understanding, as a steady attitude before ever it can be an event. 

 There are, after all, many other physical 'necessities' like food and sex which may be none the 

less the points and occasions of reverent worship. Attitudes to life are continuous with attitudes to 

death: "the readiness is all." "Father into Thy hands I commend my spirit:" "Lord, Jesus receive my 

spirit", these are the New Testament exemplars of the art of dying and both belong with the sense 

of a summons (Bunyan's fine word) that has no strange origin, no alien sound. There is indeed 

crisis, but there is also continuity, of relationship. And both, the need and the assurance, echo in the 

prayer: "Abide with us . . . the day is . . . spent." 

 

"ABIDE WITH US:" THE ETERNAL PRESENCE 

 

 Thus far we have concentrated, as we meant to do, on the fact of death, the business, if we may 

put it so, of dying. What then? "The human personality" we have insisted "enters into life eternal 

not through some supposedly undying elements in its make-up but through a complete death and 

resurrection,"Our faith stands by the conviction of the significance of personality and the 

preciousness to God of the personal. "This is life eternal to know Thee the true God and Jesus 

Christ whom Thou hast sent." (St. John 17.3) And God, said Jesus in a striking reply to a 

questioner, "is not the God of the dead but of the living." (St. Matt. 22.32). 

 In striving to understand this eternal 'society' with God we are faced conceptually with the twin 

problems, of the nature of time and the fulness of personality. There is, of course, time as measure 

and time as significance. We do not rightly think of 'eternity' as a kind of measurable addendum to 

life. (A ‘last' which ends time leads to an antinomy of reason for we need more 'time' in which to 
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register that the end of it has happened.) Rather 'eternal' Biblically is a qualitative, not a 

quantitative, thing, a situation where all is content and significance not measurement and duration. 

 Here belongs that puzzle which leads us to enquire whether eternal life is immediate ("Today  

shalt thou be with me in paradise") or whether we are to think of "the sleep in the dust of death" 

pending the 'end' of all history and the general resurrection and the grand assize, culminating all 

things. The apostle Paul speaks of "departing to be with Christ" (Phil. 1.23) yet tells also of those 

"who sleep in Jesus" being brought with Him. (1 Thess. 4.14). In either case our natural projection 

of a temporal cast of mind upon an eternal theme both makes and explains our perplexity. 

 If we think temporally, we must suppose a hiatus and a kind of disembodied state (which would 

be inconsistent with our whole earlier theme) and a resurrection of the body after that 'hiatus' as a 

sort of resuscitation of relics (which it cannot be and never was rightly thought to be). Temporally 

thinking, too, we shall see the sequence of the generations being gathered and a sort of concurrent 

'sleep' of unconsciousness in the meantime. And from that angle it will be necessary to see eternity 

and all its meanings as a prospective climax. 

 Yet these time-measurement assessments, necessary as they are to our imagination, are 

transcended in the eternal meaning. We temporise and sing: "Part of the host have crossed the 

flood, and part are crossing now." But as they do, they belong in eternity. The essential reality is at 

once the personal in generations and the whole in history. In their eternal meaning they are we 

might say 'contemporary' (though not in a temporal sense). 

 Illustrate the point by reference to the doctrine of "the last judgement." This is not, as it were, a 

chronological end in legal proceedings on a vast scale winding up the affairs of history. Pictorially 

we may visualise it so. Yet that visual picture relates to the eternal reality of the Divine presence 

known as judgement. All the false absolutes of earth meet their disqualification. Man's wrongness 

is gathered to its ultimate point of reference: all our inter-human travesties of honour and of love 

are known in their final proportions as sins, not primarily against others or our victims, or 

ourselves, but against that guardianship of the very sanctities of the universe. 

 This is why Christian faith sees "all judgment committed unto the Son." (St. John 5-22). In the 

Cross there already was "the crisis of this world," the test case of human relation to the Divine. In 

that central event there is at once indictment and forgiveness. The repentance that accepts the 

indictment receives the forgiveness. So "the last judgement" does not introduce any new principle 

of blame, any fresh criteria of wrong. It does not mean some arbitrary determination of men's fate, 

but rather the definitive disclosure of their attitudes. It is not a "trial" in the juridical sense for the 

eliciting of information, or the 'making' of the case for fallible juries, with all the attendant 

complexities of the law of evidence and the mischances of cross examination. All these aspects of 

human assizes in imperfect societies must be eliminated from our metaphors of the last judgement. 

"All things are naked and open before the eyes of Him with Whom we have to do." Accountability 

before Him is all, where mercy and truth are met together. 

 There follows the question whether sinners can be involuntarily saved from their own nemesis. 

This is in sum the question of the meaning of Hell, where the prayer "Abide with us" is never heard 

as a plea and therefore never heard in response. Can the Divine love ever finally fail? Must not Hell 

itself be saved? Can it be said that Christ and His Cross are 'satisfied' if Hell persists? Can there be 

a meaning that it not redemptive to "the wrath of God"? 

 We should be strangers to the Gospel if we did not feel the force of these questions. It would be 

false to answer them in the dusty way that merely argues: Since all deserve punishment, God is not 

in fact obligated to save anybody, and adds: If He chooses to save only a few there is no injustice 

for all are already condemned. These answers are utterly unworthy of the seeking, yearning God 
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Whom we have identified in Jesus. Nor is this the meaning of the Gospel saying about being 

"condemned already." For this has to do with the cruciality of our earthly attitudes to God's love in 

the here and now where the crisis is always present and ever finds us wanting: it does not describe 

some arbitrary perversity in the Divine nature. 

 Not can we really answer the question of Hell by suggesting that the Divine goodness is 

safeguarded in the effort for man's salvation. For it is the ultimacy of love which is still at stake. 

Can God be rightly understood as defeated? And the Bible tells of a good purpose antecedent to the 

Law (see Galatians and Romans). So a merely legal necessity for condemnation must bow to the 

anterior intention of a good creation to which the mission of law itself is subordinate. 

 What then shall we say? Perhaps the best answer is to raise other questions. Can salvation ever 

be other than by man's acceptance? Would it not contradict the very essence of the Gospel if it were 

compelled ? If its ruling principle is "whosoever will may come" then there must remain a self-

excluding persistence in the obduracy of sin. So the Christian understanding of Hell is of a wrath 

that abides because the Divine love will not depart from the conditions of its own success as these 

belong with the nature of personality. "There is no compulsion in religion" says the Qur'an. And 

this, theologically, is the reason why we may not ignore or deny the mystery of Hell. 

 Yet "strive to enter in", must be our constant call, keeping open in all souls the ultimate purposes 

of grace. For these words were the only reply that Jesus Himself gave when questioned about the 

incidence of salvation. (St. Luke 13,23). And everywhere the New Testament underlines the 

cruciality of this life and the grand but critical quality of the options of grace. 

 So to the final dimension of "the Kingdom of Heaven," "That we may evermore dwell in Him" 

is answered in the pledge; "His servants shall serve Him and they shall see His face." Again we 

need to beware of over visual metaphors and traditional images, as well as the ever present menace 

of 'reward.' "The gift of God is eternal life." Heaven is no happy, compensating end, repaying our 

human respectability or gratifying our self-esteem. It is the meaning in us of the fulfilment of 

Christ's atonement, yet without anxiety. We have studied in No. 18 the intimate link between the 

communion of saints and the forgiveness of sins. "We are come to the spirits of just men made 

perfect." All that we have said above about physical death as our 'oblation' of ourselves into life is 

perpetuated in what lies beyond it. It finds a heavenly continuity in Christ unto a life of growth and 

increase unto God. 

 If, as we have argued, the meaning of the resurrection of the body is, essentially, this growing 

preciousness of the personal reality, ensuring and enlarging the significance of our mortal history, 

then we shall best understand it as the realisation of the Divine society. It is the growing and 

abiding meaning of having been, of having been forgiven, of having known and loved both God 

and our fellows. 

 As such, it is the inheritance of which our earthly knowledge of God is the "earnest" (a notable 

term in the New Testament, see Eph. 1.14 and 2 Cor. 1.22 and 5.5). Our earthly awareness of grace, 

our this-worldly encounters with God in Christ by the Spirit, are at once the clue and the promise of 

the nature of their eternal counterpart as well as a binding of our present living to a heavenly 

conformity. And there, as here, is growth and ripening and peace. 

 "Heaven" wrote Charles Williams "only exists because of the nature of God and to His existence 

alone all bliss is related. In a Jewish tradition God was called 'the Place' because all places were 

referred to Him but He not to any place." There lies the final meaning of our Lord's words: "That 

where I am there you may be also." And did He not speak of it as a place prepared? 

 We have thought much in these studies about the Christian faith as having to do essentially with 

"the hospitality of God." It is a hospitality which embraces both sides of the frontier of death. 
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QUESTIONS FOR STUDY AND DISCUSSION 

 

(1) "The earnest of our inheritance." What, in Christian belief, is the future significance of the 

present experience we have of God through Christ? 

(2) "There is no god but He . . and to Him shall you be brought back." (Surah 28.70). What do you 

understand by the return to God in the Qur'an? What consequences does the conviction of the 

Divine unity have for doctrine about "the last things"? 

(3) How would you estimate, critically from Christian considerations, the various ways in which 

men have aimed to lighten the mystery and burden of death, e.g. in tribal immortality, in a 

return to nature, in a place in corporate memory? 

(4) What do you think St. Paul intended by the phrase: "the last enemy"? Is it not possible, and 

better, to look on death as a friend? If so was the psalmist wrong in speaking of "the valley of 

the shadow"? 

(5) What meaning would you give to the credal clause about "the resurrection of the body"? What is 

its relation to "the life everlasting"? 

(6) "I die daily." (1 Cor. 15.21). What did St. Paul mean?  

(7) What is the difference between the Greek view of a duality of soul and body and the Biblical 

view of the unity of personality? How do the contrasts of thought affect the view of death 

and of life beyond it? 

(8) "Only out of the joy and fulness of life can we rightly assess the mystery of dying." So 

Christianity believes. Why?  

(9) What are the several senses of the words 'death' and 'flesh' in the New Testament? How do you 

distinguish them?  

(10) "Physical death is for the Christian a sacrament of the spiritual truth that life must be lost 

before it can be fully won." Explain and illustrate this from the New Testament. 

 

 


